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Lost architectural heritage refers to buildings, structures, or other physical features of the built environment that have been

damaged or altered over time to such an extent that they are irretrievable through physical experience alone. This loss

can occur for many reasons like neglect, disaster, demolition, or renovation works. Such heritage is commonly known to

us through sparse sources of multiple and varied layers of the past that are often uncertain and contradictory. Each lost

artifact uncovers cultural, social, and spiritual significances embedded within dynamic relations that are ambiguous from a

contemporary mindset. 
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1. Virtual Heritage Dissemination

The use of digital platforms by cultural institutions like museums and other learning institutions has grown in recent years,

creating numerous ways of disseminating knowledge about heritage assets online, either in databases, archives, virtual

tours, or other immersive learning experiences made possible by augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR)

technologies. Such practices have intensified following the COVID-19 pandemic, which forced many cultural institutions to

redefine and reimagine forms of public engagement and storytelling, with many virtual formats replacing physical visits 

. Google Arts & Culture is a well-known example which provides online access to numerous virtual experiences made

through partnerships with significant museums and other public institutions globally . Already, the results of studies

suggest these trends are no temporary phenomenon or crisis response. Virtual travel is likely to continue in a post-

pandemic world due to a growing sense of eco-anxiety and concerns over the sustainability of physical travel .

Although the term evokes many possible definitions, immersive experiences typically refer to virtual experiences made

navigable online through a smart device, computer screen, or VR headsets which replicate a guided visit to a physical

place. Often, immersive experiences can take the form of a virtual tour providing a sequentially designed walkthrough

within which the virtual visitor is pointed to culturally significant objects, architectural details, or other aspects, akin to the

experience of an in-person visit. Descriptions of these may be enhanced through the convergence of other media, beyond

what is possible in a physical visit, for example, with the inclusion of videos, explanatory digital models, images, text, or

other content. This enables visitors to view and interact with a simulated environment that facilitates learning about both

tangible (physical artifacts) and intangible (cultural and historical context, documented practices of life) aspects of a place

.

The inclusion of intangible history in virtual heritage is particularly relevant in consideration of a more inclusive and

sustainable understanding of heritage today . Since the 1970s, international documents defining the criteria of heritage

protection began incorporating not only the tangible protection of objects but increasingly intangible aspects of heritage

. Examples of intangible heritage in the context of architecture could include building techniques, uses of spaces, ritual

practices, ceremonies, events, oral histories, or other invisible cultural meanings associated with an object or place. The

significance of this trend has increased within the last two decades, contributing to what has been referred to as a new

paradigm which recognizes the importance of transmitting memory and traditions to future generations . Within this

context, digital modelling processes, like HBIM, have been touted for their contribution to the sustainability of intangible

cultural memory as employed not only in the documentation and management of heritage but also as a means of

visualization and cultural learning . This process often leverages the dissemination of virtual heritage to draw

attention to physical sites.

Several case studies highlight the diversity of approaches that researchers have taken to relate physical and virtual

places. The case of the Canadian Parliament buildings is one example where physical visits have been substituted by

virtual ones during a lengthy rehabilitation campaign which will close doors to the public for at least two decades . In

this case, the virtual experience temporarily takes over the physical experience to continue the dissemination of the
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popular destination. A virtual tour of the Castle in Corsano, Italy, uses virtual reality to permit access to a physically

inaccessible place, allowing first-hand experience of the tangible and intangible history of the place . Here, the virtual

experience contributes to the site’s valorization in hopes of an eventual reopening of the site. In Romania, a series of

wooden churches were incorporated into a virtual learning experience to connect visitors to fragile heritage sites to

promote their cultural significance and protection . This approach seeks to leverage digital surveying data for public

engagement and conservation assessment. Virtual experiences have also proven effective for remote learning within

higher education contexts to enhance architecture students’ understandings of heritage, as is the case of the Pantheon in

Rome . In this course, the virtual experience enhances textbook learning by allowing students to explore a site first-

hand while eliminating the need for costly international travel. Far from being an exhaustive list, these are some examples

which use digital content to permit the continual access and sustainability of architectural heritage and its intangible

values and practices.

Despite the increasing adoption of virtual experiences for such purposes, there are many questions as to how these

experiences impact our relationship to physical places and their histories. Namely, what kind of relationship should a

virtual experience have to the physical place which it represents? Is the digital meant to replace the physical or can the

two experiences be mutually beneficial for learning about the past? How do researchers define authenticity in such cases,

and is it even possible to do so in an age of mass simulation ? These questions are especially pertinent in cases which

seek to replicate experiences of an existing, already publicly accessible place.

2. Authenticity in Virtual Reconstruction Research

The visualization of lost architectural heritage through virtual reconstruction research instigates a complex relationship

between the physical and virtual that raises questions of authenticity. Virtual reconstruction typically uses digital modelling

from diverse datasets to visualize places which no longer exist or have been modified so greatly over time as to make

physical visits alone ineffectual to achieve a tangible understanding. According to the Principles of Seville, virtual

reconstruction may occur at a single point or multiple points in history and is to be grounded in studies conducted by

experts in fields such as architecture, archaeology, and history. It should be substantiated by physical evidence, historical

texts, and comparisons with similar places or objects  (p. 3).

Such models are often important forms of public engagement about heritage, yet, some have criticized that virtual

environments can create an even greater distance between the present and past. Despite all efforts to recreate authentic

virtual environments with high visual and auditory fidelity, there are still many limitations that give us a sense of

“immateriality and sterilization” as a result of the absence of patina and traces of life, as well as the haptic limitations that

such environments have been unable to overcome in existing technologies  (p. 51). In contrast, the notion that high

visual fidelity is important for authenticity has also encountered increasing scrutiny in recent years. Despite the

advancements in contemporary 3D reality capture technologies, which can produce increasingly refined and geometrically

precise representations, such attributes do not inherently ensure authenticity. The temptation to conflate authenticity with

accuracy might be better avoided altogether, each having their own distinct roles .

Additionally, some criticism has emerged about international guidelines such as the London Charter and Seville Principles

for having exhibited an excessive preoccupation with recreating the original as the primary determinant of cultural

authenticity . Instead, researchers have suggested that any definition of authenticity is itself based on evolving, often

highly subjective criteria depending on different individual or collective opinions, cultural contexts, societal changes, and

differing value systems that are impossible to define in a universal way . Authenticity for many researchers,

therefore, is not only about faithful representations of the past but also a much more dynamic process including (1) how

these pasts are constructed, (2) the development of a virtual heritage project itself, and (3) the living experiences of those

who are intended to find meaning in it . This understanding of authenticity shares UNESCO’s reformulation of criteria

for listing objects and sites as world heritage that was advanced in the Nara Conference of 1994 . Here, value

judgements and criteria of authenticity differ greatly across cultural perspectives, which makes it impossible to base

authenticity on fixed criteria. Instead, a commitment to authenticity implies the necessity to evaluate and assess heritage

properties within their respective, often complex or contradictory, cultural contexts.

For over a decade, the Principles of Seville has stood as the most authoritative guideline for definitions of authenticity in

virtual heritage. They were formulated firstly in 2011 to extend the earlier London Charter’s principles into the field of

virtual archaeology. Overall, the principles equate authenticity to the scientific validation of hypotheses and degrees of

accuracy based on available information. One criticism of the principles from what has been discussed above is that they

implicitly bias a search for the original as the main goal of virtualization, with scientific categories that in reality cannot be

fully upheld . One of the most direct claims of the principles is: “Since archaeology is complex and not an exact and
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irrefutable science, it must be openly committed to making alternative virtual interpretations provided they afford the same

scientific validity. When that equality does not exist, only the main hypothesis will be endorsed”  (p. 6). Here, the

judgment of equality rests on many factors like the interpreter’s opinions, biases, and cultural background, as well as an

understanding of the context in which the historic records used to create a hypothesis were produced. Morcillo et al. have

suggested, therefore, that the definition of scientific validity be defined to incorporate “truthful and credible values for

different versions of an object, different uses through time, different cultural contexts and memories, and maybe even

future projections of meanings”  (p. 41). In this way, research transparency in virtual reconstruction would be

paramount to disclosing claims or definitions of authenticity.

Another important international declaration on virtual heritage is the 2006 London Charter, which was born out of the

research community of the late 1990s and early 2000s. Its authors saw a growing necessity to define guiding principles to

justify the scientific nature and progress of the newly emerging field . At that time, a sustainable solution to

transparency in virtual heritage was particularly important due to the novelty that virtual tools introduced into the study of

history. Thus, while authenticity is not a term employed or directly addressed by The London Charter, researchers who

contributed to its formulation have since reflected on what it implies about authenticity . For them, authenticity is

referred to as the ability to scientifically evaluate and assess a visualization outcome . This includes a formal

representation of the reasoning process for generating a visualization outcome, along with the primary data used and its

transformation process. In this context, transparency is meant to ensure the intellectual accountability of the research

processes that led to produce the digital artifact, not guarantee the authenticity of the result . Through an adequate

means of communicating transparency, others can determine for themselves the validity of the work in question. That

being said, researchers must be cognisant of the range of interpretations that potential visitors are able or willing to give to

virtual heritage experiences.

An important aspect to consider within this scope is the concept of paradata. According to the London Charter, paradata

refers to how a researcher understands and interprets the available data involved in a given virtual reconstruction project

 (p. 13). Paradata should be included in any database of a virtual model of this kind to clarify the results of the work.

Considering that there are numerous different interpretations of an artifact or historical data possible, paradata ensure the

transparency of the research. They involve describing the steps taken in the interpretation and the reasoning process of

reconstruction regardless of how they define such criteria. In this way, the documentation of paradata aims to provide

other interested parties with a robust understanding of the various objectives and environments involved, as well as the

dependability of certain visualization techniques used to achieve the results . They are crucial for the transparency of

the research narrative, showcasing how arguments were formed and offering insight into the visualization journey with all

its inherent uncertainties and biases made visible .

3. Immersive Learning

Although it is always ideal to learn about architectural history in its genuine physical environment, a spatial understanding

of the 16th-century Madre de Deus could only be achieved virtually due to the extensive spatial transformations that have

obscured its history. By providing first-person immersive experiences, the use of VR can provide some semblance of

access to a vanished past. Such immersive experiences can also become learning tools to transmit additional knowledge

in the form of text or other media mapped onto three-dimensional experiences of a virtual world. In these ways, how might

an immersive learning experience provide visitors with access to spaces lost to time, while transforming their

interpretation of the existing place in ways that a physical visit cannot?

At present, there are numerous VR applications which generally appear in two popular forms: Desktop-VR and Headset-

VR  (p. 962–965). Desktop-VR utilizes a standard computer monitor, mouse, and keyboard for visual display and

interaction. It is the most cost-effective and simple option due to the widespread availability of personal computers and the

minimal training involved for users to immediately engage in this content. As an alternative, Headset-VR employs a head-

mounted display for specialized viewing. It provides a greater sense of immersion and, as many studies have shown,

achieves better memory performance  (p. 1218). Despite this, research has struggled to comprehensively understand

how effective these environments are for learning since there are still a lot of unknowns, different disciplinary knowledge

at play, and because the research often yields contradictory results  (pp. 1213–124). Regardless, many educators and

researchers have posited numerous advantages of this kind of learning for closing the gap between theory and practice in

diverse examples of science and technology training, though less focus has been given to learning in the humanities 

and heritage  in general.

Within the experience of architectural heritage, however, one could speculate on various benefits across existing

research. Some suggest that learning can take place simply through the emulation of a genuine context, as long as it is
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able to induce a sense of presence . Furthermore, while reading increases cognitive efforts due to the necessary

filtering and interpretation of symbols in text, immersive experiences can reduce the strain of interpretation by presenting

information directly . This is clearly an advantage to learning about architecture. This is supported by existing research

in psychology that indicates active interaction in virtual spaces yields higher mnemonic benefits than passively watching

instructional videos, indicating a positive correlation between the spatial interactions in VR and learning outcomes .

Furthermore, immersive experiences can help trigger episodic memory, which in turn enhances the retention of

meaningful, personalized learning experiences . Episodic memory is a type of long-term memory that involves the

conscious recollection of past experiences, including spatial context, time, place, and associated emotions, among other

factors that allow us to re-experience events of the past . It has important implications for learning because it can help

individuals remember the context in which certain information was acquired, allowing personal connections to form

between different experience and subject matter . What is important for learning in immersive virtual experiences is that

they leverage our innate episodic memory by providing interactions to create lasting, transformative knowledge .

Researchers suggest that an effective immersive learning experience should therefore aim to elevate a user’s levels of

perception and cognition through the creation of interactive spatiotemporal connections of objects and spaces .

Aside from the learning benefits, there are other aspects related to the connection between the virtual and physical that

should be mentioned. VR has been increasingly relevant for addressing accessibility to heritage  while re-situating

learning in experiential contexts to create a sense of presence  in places that are otherwise impossible, difficult, too

costly, or unethical to visit . Virtual experiences might similarly aid in enhancing a visitors’ eventual physical experience

of a place, providing insights and context. Studies in the tourism industry provide some reassurance to this hypothesis.

Usually, users of virtual experiences respond that they offer helpful complements and background information to eventual

physical experiences of a site, rather than understanding them as replacements of such visits . Others suggest that

positive interactions in virtual experiences may encourage visitors to visit a physical site . Thus, virtual experiences

have the capacity to positively transform our encounters with physical places, introducing new forms of knowledge that the

limitations of physical visits cannot.
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